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ABSTRACT There is a growing trend in the potential benefits and application of log data to evaluate 

mHealth Apps. However, the process by which log data is used to derive insights remains unstructured, 

resulting in the underutilization of mHealth data. We aimed to explore extant literature and guidance through 

a scoping review on how log data analysis can be used to generate valuable insights in support of the 

evaluation of mobile Apps. The scoping review followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 

reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) guidelines for a scoping review. 

The Scopus database and grey literature (through a Google search) delivered 105 articles, and we applied 

inclusion and exclusion criteria to retain 33 articles in the sample for analysis and synthesis. This scoping 

review sought to identify how log data are used for mobile App evaluations. By highlighting the existing 

trends found in literature, identifying the similarities and differences between mHealth and General App 

analyses, and categorizing the indicators, insights, and improvements, this study contributes to the existing 

knowledge base of mHealth evaluations and future standardizations. The concepts and categories identified 

by this review are combined to form a proposed conceptual framework that will be refined and incorporated 

into future research toward addressing the gap identified in the current literature. 

INDEX TERMS Evaluation, frameworks, mhealth, mobile Apps, scoping review.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND 

Digital technologies have permeated almost all domains of 

society, including health. Mobile Apps, as one such 

technology, support an array of everyday life activities 

(evident for instance in the broad range of App categories 

found in the Google Play Store). These Apps are developed in 

fast-paced agile environments, with numerous updates 

required while continued use of the App. When it comes to 

health-related Apps (mHealth) as healthcare interventions, 

there seems to be an incongruency between the fast-paced 

agile development of Apps and the more tedious traditional 

evaluation processes to establish healthcare interventions’ 

efficacy and safety. The analysis of log data may alleviate this 

asynchrony. Forming part of the work towards a more 

comprehensive framework to incorporate log analysis into 

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) for mHealth Apps [1] this 

scoping review also explores similarities and/or differences in 

how log data analyses are applied to General and mHealth 

Apps. 

mHealth Apps propose several potential benefits that could aid 

effective assistance or improvements for healthcare delivery 

[2]. Extensive investment of resources is involved with 

developing and implementing mHealth Apps. However, very 

few mHealth initiatives proceed past the pilot phase [3], 

resulting in a loss of investment costs and potential benefits.  

Additionally, with the vast number of mHealth Apps 

available on App Stores, it is difficult to determine which 

Apps are trustworthy and viable to implement for pilot or 

large-scale mHealth initiatives. This shows the need for 

evidence-based results and research [4]. The integration of 

M&E practices in the development and operation of mHealth 
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Apps would provide the needed inputs or 'evidence' to support 

the mHealth initiatives for sustained usage.   

Traditional evaluation methods (such as Randomized 

Controlled Trials) are not suited to the iterative and fast-paced 

(i.e., agile) environment associated with (mHealth) App 

developments [5]. This warrants the need for improved and 

more suitable methods of evaluation for mHealth Apps. 

Although a range of frameworks have been developed or 

proposed for evaluating mHealth Apps [6–8], the evaluation 

frameworks’ lack of consistency and comprehensiveness calls 

for standardization and improvements. 

Reviews of the existing frameworks [6–8] highlight some 

of the challenges, such as the lack of comparators [8], concerns 

about adequately predicting engagement [7], and problems 

with vague or subjective assessment criteria [6]. To address 

such challenges, there is a call for more complete data and 

process transparency [7], with strategies such as app metrics 

or benchmark criteria to obtain accurate responses. 

Consequently, log data analytics would be a valuable 

contribution to addressing these challenges if utilized 

adequately. 

Log data can be defined as “anonymous records of real-time 

action performed by each user” [9]. Log analysis (i.e., using 

log data to generate insights) could provide valuable inputs to 

support the functionality and usability aspects of mHealth 

evaluations. Log analyses provide the opportunity for real-

time and objective information (or improvement points) about 

the technology and the process (user-technology interactions), 

making it suitable for formative evaluations. Log analysis 

could also explain the technology's uptake (i.e., the 

implementation and usage) and outcomes, which could assist 

the summative evaluations [9]. 

The authors acknowledge that log data analysis would 

mainly contribute toward one aspect of engagement: the micro 

engagement – which refers to the actual usage of the app [10] 

or the ‘actual usage’ aspects of adherence [11]. Micro 

engagement data do not necessarily reflect macro engagement 

– which refers to actual behaviour change of the users as a 

result of the app’s usage [10]. Yet, these are still fundamental 

and valuable insights that would not have been possible to 

derive previously. Insights from micro engagement data (i.e., 

log data) could be used to define effective engagement or 

inform future qualitative studies (as part of mixed methods 

approaches) [11]. This paper proposes that more evaluations 

would incorporate app metrics if the log data concepts and 

applications were appropriately structured. This, in return, 

increases the possibility of continuous (or real-time) 

evaluations and the comparability of the real-world usage of 

interventions. Towards the structured or standardized 

application of log analysis, it is prudent to investigate its 

application in the current research domain. 

The overview of the extant research will identify what are 

the key concepts in the field and where the gaps in the 

literature lie for potential improvement projects. A scoping 

review is an appropriate method in this regard. Scoping 

reviews are typically conducted when the researcher aims to: 

examine the methods through which research is performed on 

a specific topic; identify available evidence in a specified field; 

clarify key concepts; or identify and analyze knowledge gaps 

[12].  

Previous studies have investigated and reported on the 

structured process required for implementing log analysis 

[9,13,14], the value that log analyses provided in the context 

of electronic health evaluations [11], and the consolidation of 

analytic indicators of engagement based on health Apps for 

chronic conditions [10]. The previous studies’ approaches 

incorporate a realistic evaluation perspective meaning that the 

log data should be analyzed in context to identify the 

mechanisms of actions evident from the use of the technology 

which was applied towards achieving a specific outcome 

pattern. The context can be defined as “any information that 

can be used to characterize the situation of entities (i.e., 

whether a person, place, or object) that are considered relevant 

to the interaction between a user and an application, including 

the user and the application themselves” [15]. 

Realistic evaluation, as proposed by Pawson & Tilley [6], 

moves beyond the experimental evaluations of asking “what 

works?” or “does it work?”. Instead, realistic evaluation 

focuses on the context in which an intervention takes place, 

considering the mechanisms through which change is affected 

to drive the achievement of specific outcomes (referred to as 

Context Mechanism Outcome Configurations (CMOC)) 

[16,17]. This review article follows this same evaluation 

perspective.  

As evident from the process mining framework developed 

in the context of mobile commerce [13], log data concepts 

applied outside of the mHealth environment could also apply 

to the mHealth evaluations. This extended scope could 

contribute to the move beyond descriptive statistics often 

associated with analyzing and reporting mHealth log data [9]. 

In order to identify and incorporate valuable log data concepts 

or applications that could apply to mHealth (or improve the 

mHealth App analyses), this review has been widened to 

consider all mobile Apps as part of the eligibility criteria, with 

the findings applied to the specific environment of mHealth 

M&E.  

B. OBJECTIVES 

Motivated by the potential value that structured log analyses 

could provide for mHealth evaluations, this scoping review 

aims to identify and categorize the key concepts used in the 

existing knowledge base when analyzing the log data of 

mobile Apps. Unlike previous studies that focused on only 

categorizing the indicators (of engagement) [10], this study 

proposes that the categories could be more applicable to 

practice if they were based on the process mining approach 

[13] and thereby categorizes the insights and improvements in 

addition to the log data indicators.  

Indicators are defined as the measurable and objective 

information or entities stored as part of the log data. To this 
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aim, the structured approach of log analysis, as proposed by 

previous studies [9], [14], is incorporated in the data extraction 

of this review to identify key concepts used for each stage of 

the process (e.g., the collection, analysis, and interpretation 

stages). The findings would thereby inform the development 

of a conceptual framework [1].  

As part of a scoping review, it is important to understand 

the application field and highlight the existing literature gaps. 

This includes identifying the observed trends regarding the 

most published or highly cited authors, publications, and 

countries affiliated with the research area. It can be used to 

inform future studies or recommendations following this 

scoping review (e.g., if a more detailed systematic review is 

required).  

The critical appraisal of the selected literature (or risk of 

potential bias) is not considered mandatory for scoping 

reviews [18], and is not conducted as part of this scoping 

review. Still, the potential bias is acknowledged, and a 

structured approach for conducting and reporting the scoping 

review is implemented, as explained in more detail in the 

Methodology section. Lastly, this scoping review's broad 

research question is: “How are log data used in the M&E 

process of mobile applications?”. This question is addressed 

by considering different aspects of M&E, such as the 

evaluation perspective, focus area, approach, and context, as 

explained by the Data charting subsection.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. REVIEW PROTOCOL 

Following the five steps of the Scoping Review 

Methodological Framework developed by Arksey and 

O’Malley, the aim is achieved by: (1) Identifying the 

appropriate research question(s); (2) Identifying relevant 

studies that have applied mobile log analysis; (3) Selecting 

studies from relevant databases; (4) Charting the data 

according to predetermined codes; and (5) Collecting, 

summarizing and reporting the results relating to (a) what log 

data indicators are used, (b) what insights and potential 

improvement are generated, and (c) what process or 

framework are applied when analyzing the mobile App(s)’s 

log data. [19].  

The findings are reported per the checklist and guidelines of 

the PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 

reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews) 

[20]. Per the PRISMA-ScR guidelines, the principal 

investigator develops a scoping review protocol. The draft 

protocol is reviewed by the research supervisors and updated 

as required. The protocol defines the specific eligibility criteria 

that are used for identifying and selecting relevant literature. 

Furthermore, the search terms, screening process, and codes 

for the data extraction are formulated and refined. 

 
1 The additional terms were used to limit the Google search. This search 

was conducted after the Scopus search – with the assumption that the policy 

B.    SEARCH STRATEGY AND DATABASE 

A literature search of the Scopus Database was conducted on 

the 5th of March 2021 using the Publish or Perish software 

[21]. Due to the selected scope (i.e., including all mobile Apps 

(not limited to mHealth Apps)), Scopus, an Elsevier database, 

was identified as an appropriate database for sourcing the 

existing literature. Scopus includes cited references, more than 

just articles (e.g., books and conference abstracts are also 

included), and includes journal titles that go beyond the 

biomedical disciplines (e.g., includes Health, Social, and 

Physical Sciences) [22]. Scopus also allows researchers to use 

search queries to structure or standardize the search terms 

across various sources [22].  
TABLE 1 

SCOPE-RELEVANT SEARCH TERMS 

Scope Search Terms 

Data Analytics “log data” OR “log” 

Specific log data 
(Device) 

“mobile application” OR “mobile App” OR 
“mobile device” OR “mobile intervention” 

M&E “criteri*” OR “apprais*” OR “indicators” OR 

“metrics” OR analy*” OR “evaluat*” 
Only for Grey 

Literature search 

“Case study” OR “policy”1 

The search terms, as provided in Table 1, were used. This 

resulted in 79 records being identified. The citation years 

ranged from 2010-2021, with an average of 25 citations per 

year (as calculated by the Publish or Perish software [21]). The 

papers were arranged by h-index while the first author 

conducted the Level 1 (title and abstract) screening. Inclusion 

and exclusion criteria were applied for selecting relevant 

literature for the database, as shown in Table 2. The 

publication date is limited to articles published after 2008 (the 

date of launch of the first App store), and the language is 

limited to English only based on the language capabilities of 

the authors.  
TABLE 2 

INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA 

Reason for inclusion Reason for exclusion 

IC1 The application or use of 

log data 

EC1 No log data applied or 

used 

IC2 Evaluation of a mobile 
App(s) 

EC2 Log data not relating to 
mobile Apps 

IC3 Use of objective or 

automatic log data. 

EC3 Analysis of self-reported 

or subjective data only 

IC4 Full or short paper (not 

abstract only) 

EC4 No Access (to full or 

short paper) 

  EC5 Duplicate record 
  EC6 Published before 2008 

  EC7 Non-English 

Any uncertainties of the Level 1 screening resulted in the 

study being included for Level 2 (full article) screening. Upon 

investigation, the Journal of Medical Internet Research 

(JMIR) included many publications in scope. It was searched 

separately for literature that could have been missed through 

the Scopus search. The JMIR database search and the Google 

search for grey literature identified an additional 26 records. 

The Google search utilized the same eligibility criteria with 

and case study results would have been included by the results obtained in 

Scopus.  
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additional search terms (“Policy” or “Case study”) included. 

Various combinations of search terms were used to ensure 

scope-relevant documents were identified, as highlighted in 

Table 1. 

An additional 13 records were identified from the included 

literature’s reference lists. These references underwent and 

passed the Level 1 screening, which resulted in 44 records that 

were included for the Level 2 (full article) screening. From the 

Level 2 screening conducted by the first author, 11 documents 

were excluded with the reasons being documented, as shown 

in Fig. 1. This resulted in a final 33 papers selected for the data 

analysis and synthesis. 

FIGURE 1. Literature selection strategy. 

C.  DATA CHARTING PROCESS 

Following the study selection process, all selected literature is 

analyzed for data extraction using the qualitative data analysis 

software – Atlas.ti [23]. Atlast.ti [23] was used to identify and 

record the relevant codes evident in each study (according to 

the data extraction table, i.e., Table 3).   

As shown in Table 3, the data extraction codes incorporated 

the context and methodology of both the research and the log 

analysis. This corresponds to the data extraction from a similar 

review [10], with additional codes focusing on the insights, 

techniques, and findings. The coding was expanded as new or 

valuable information was obtained, while the main focus was 

on the extracted data, as shown in Table 3.  

The data extraction and analysis considered mHealth App 

(i.e., type of App) studies compared to the non-mHealth App 

studies (referred to as General Apps) to highlight any unique 

findings between the two categories. This also assisted in 

identifying potential areas or applications where General 

Apps’ log practices could contribute to mHealth evaluations. 

The coded data are then analyzed using MS Excel to combine 

the codes highlighted in Atlas.ti into graphs and statistical 

values, as reported in the Results section. The findings are 

divided into descriptive and conceptual analyses and reported 

accordingly using descriptive statistics (tables and graphs), 

narrative explanations, and quotes. 

 
TABLE 3 

DATA EXTRACTION CODES 

Code Description Question 

C1 Research Context 

1.1 Type of research Does the literature have an empirical 

or theoretical focus? 
1.2 Publication Which journal or publication (e.g., 

conference or website) is the article 

published in? 
1.3 Geography Where is the research conducted or 

what countries are the authors 

affiliated with? 
1.4 Year What year or timeframe is the study 

conducted? 

1.5 Author Who is the author(s) of the 
publication? 

C2 Research Design 

2.1 Research 

Methodology 

What research methodology is used 

to conduct the research? 
2.2 Objectives What are the stated objectives of the 

study? 

2.3 Limitations What limitations are highlighted? 

C3 Log analysis Context 

3.1 Evaluation 

perspective 

Is the evaluation or analysis 

conducted for accountability, for 

knowledge, or for development 
purposes? 

3.2 Definition How is log data defined? 

3.3 Type of App What type of App (e.g., mHealth or 
General) is the log data gathered 

from? 

3.4 Type of device What type of device is the App 
operated on (e.g. phone, tablet, 

watch, etc.)? 

3.5 First release What year was the App first 
released? 

C4 Log Analysis Methodology 

4.1 Process/framework 

for analysis 

What process or framework is 

applied to conduct the log analysis? 
4.2 Indicators What indicators are gathered or 

monitored using log data? 

4.3 Categories  In which categories can the 
indicator/insights be grouped in? 

4.4 Insights What insights are generated by using 

the log data (indicator(s))? 

4.5 Tools/Platform What tools or platforms are used to 

gather, clean, analyze, or store the 

log data? 
4.6 Techniques What techniques are used to 

gather/clean/analyze/store the log 

data? 
4.7 Findings What are the main findings 

identified from the research 
conducted? 

III. REVIEW ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

A. DESCRIPTIVE DATA ANALYSIS 

This section provides the findings from the descriptive data 

components as extracted from the C1 (Research Context) 

codes indicated in Table 3. It highlights popular publications, 
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geographical areas where the research is being conducted, 

trends in the year of publications, and the most cited authors. 

 

FIGURE 2. Cumulative publications per year based on type of research. 

1) TRENDS OBSERVED PER YEAR OF PUBLICATION 

As shown in Fig. 2, there has been an increasing trend of 

publications over the 2010 to 2021 period. The theoretical 

studies appear to be levelling out (following an s-curve), while 

the empirical studies show growth throughout. Due to the 

inclusion criteria of log analysis that had to be used (IC1), it is 

no surprise that more empirical studies were included in the 

review. However, it is interesting to note the cumulative 

number of theoretical studies included despite the inclusion 

criteria set. 

2) SOURCES, AUTHORS, AND GEOGRAPHY 

Sources were identified as journals (79%, 26/33), articles 

published in proceedings of conferences (15%, 5/33) and 

websites (6%, 2/33) (obtained from the grey literature 

sourcing). The selected literature came from 24 journals. The 

journals most commonly represented in our sample are Journal 

of Medical Internet Research mHealth and uHealth (18%, 

6/33), followed by Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE) Xplore (6%, 2/33), Journal of Biomedical 

Informatics (6%, 2/33), and the Journal of Interactive 

Marketing (6%, 2/33). The most represented geographical 

focus area (i.e., application area) is South Korea (21%, 7/33). 

This is followed by the United States (15%, 5/33) and China 

(15%, 5/33). It is noted that the majority of studies are 

conducted in developed countries. These findings indicate a 

gap in research for developing countries and the African 

region. 

3) RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODS 

Research approaches can follow a deductive, inductive, or 

combined approach. The distribution of research approaches 

followed by the selected literature showed that 43% (14/33) 

followed an inductive approach, 30% (10/33) followed a 

deductive approach, and 27% (9/33) used both the inductive 

and deductive approaches. 

The search terms and eligibility criteria excluded purely 

qualitative research methods as the log data had to be applied. 

The literature database was divided into Only log data analysis 

or Mixed-methods (if they combined the log data analysis with 

qualitative methods such as interviews or surveys). The 

distribution of what methods are used for the analysis is then 

show annually (Fig. 3). Mixed methods studies seem to 

dominate since 2015 and have, in the past two years, been the 

only method applied. Mixed-methods were applied in 73% 

(24/33) of the papers (i.e., only log analysis was used in 27% 

(9/33) of the studies), which shows that most studies did 

incorporate qualitative methods when analyzing log data. 

 

FIGURE 3. Number of studies that applied specific method of analysis 
per year of publication. 

B. CONCEPTUAL DATA ANALYSIS 

1) PROCESS, TOOLS, AND TECHNIQUES OF LOG 
ANALYSIS 

The similarities and differences found in the current literature 

were explored to indicate to what extent consensus has been 

achieved regarding core concepts and approaches regarding 

how to conduct log analysis. Only 10/33 (30%) of the records 

articulated a conceptual framework, model, or process used to 

perform the log analysis. These are summarized as shown in 

Table 4.  
TABLE 4 

PROCESS OR FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING LOG DATA  

SPECIFIED IN THE LITERATURE 

Own framework/process specified Reference 

User Adoption Process Concept Model [24] 
Unique process specified [25,26] 

Process Mining framework [13] 

Application analysis platform [27] 
Own conceptual framework [28] 

3 Step usage path identification [29] 

Social mobile game concepts [30] 
Iterative process [31] 

Logging approach based on web usage mining [32] 

 

As shown, no study utilized the same framework or process. 

The remainder of the studies did not note a specific framework 

and used Exploratory analysis (52%, 17/33), Hypothesis 

testing (12%, 4/33) and Mathematical modelling (6%, 2/33). 

This correlates with the descriptive analysis findings that 

stipulated the popularity of the inductive approach. These 

findings confirm the lack of standardization in the research 

where log data is applied.  

Different tools and techniques are available to conduct the 

selected process of log analysis. The selected literature 

mentioned 27 different tools used. Thirty-nine percent (13/33) 
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of the studies did not specify what tool was used. Among those 

specified: SPSS (5/33, 15%), R software (3/33, 9%) and 

Google Analytics (2/33, 6%) were the most popular tools. In 

this review, 21% (7/33) of the studies used only descriptive 

analysis (showing the mean, max, min, etc.) for analyzing the 

log data. The most popular technique used is data visualization 

(used by 39% (13/33) of the studies). More advanced 

statistical analysis (e.g., ANOVA, logistic regression, 

correlation tests) was used by 39% of the included studies 

(13/33) and both pattern analysis and Markov chain analysis 

by 6% (2/33). These findings indicate that more advanced data 

analytics (beyond descriptive analysis) are being applied to log 

data. 

2) CONTEXT OF ANALYSIS 

The context for log analysis takes into consideration the 

evaluation perspective, the focus of the analysis, the type of 

device or operating system, and the timespan of data being 

analyzed. These aspects, as found in the selected literature, are 

discussed in the following subsection. The studies are divided 

into mHealth App studies (52%, 17/33) or General App (i.e., 

all non-health Apps) studies (48%, 16/33) based on the type of 

App that was analyzed.  

The purpose of analyzing the log data is divided into three 

possible groups according to the coded evaluation perspective 

(C3.1): Accountability, Development, or Knowledge. An 

accountability perspective focuses on the program’s or 

intervention’s results or efficacy; a development perspective 

uses the evaluative findings to strengthen the intervention; and 

a knowledge perspective aims to generate deeper 

understanding in a specific area, policy, or field [33].   

FIGURE 4. Number of studies that applied different method of analysis 
per evaluation perspective for mHealth and General Apps. 

The differences in evaluation perspectives (cf., Fig. 4) 

between the types of Apps may be considered negligibly 

small. Therefore, inference on how perspectives are applied 

differently between the two App types is limited. This 

limitation is attributed to the small sample size. Yet, for the 

purpose of this article, each difference was noted and reflected 

on as discussed in Section IV.  

The distribution observed (cf., Fig. 4) shows that the 

knowledge perspective is the most common evaluation 

perspective when analyzing mHealth and General Apps. The 

accountability perspective is more prevalent in mHealth 

studies, while the General Apps analyses have a higher 

occurrence of the development perspective. A mixed-methods 

approach (i.e., using both quantitative and qualitative 

methods) is preferred for both mHealth and General App 

studies. Mixed-methods are more dominant for development 

and knowledge evolution perspectives, while there is no 

preference between mixed-methods or only log analysis for 

the accountability perspective.   

Similar to the “engagement-related constructs” mentioned 

by [10], this review considered the specific focus area 

addressed by the log analysis. The studies included 

highlighted seven possible focus areas where log analysis of 

mobile Apps is applied. As diagrammed in Fig. 5, the four 

main focus areas are identified as Usability (40%), 

Engagement (15%), Effectiveness (15%), and Adherence 

(13%). Percentages for the Engagement and Effectiveness in 

our sample are similar, an observation which may be 

explained by how these concepts are related. Effectiveness 

refers to success or producing the desired result, which in the 

case of mHealth Apps is directly linked to how, how often and 

how long apps are used (usability and adherence) and what the 

usage ultimately results in (i.e., engagement). 

 This corresponds with the findings of a previous scoping 

review conducted on mHealth Apps [34]. The ‘Other’ focus 

areas (indicated in Fig. 5) include Simplicity of App (General 

App study) and Acceptability (mHealth App study) which had 

the lowest occurrences. Considering the focus areas split 

between the mHealth and General App studies, a similar 

distribution was observed for the Usability focus. However, 

adherence is more often associated with mHealth Apps, while 

Adoption was more popular with General Apps.  

FIGURE 5. Percentage distribution showing the focus of the log 
analysis in the included studies. 

The inclusion criteria (IC2) and the search terms meant that 

mobile Apps had to be part of the study. However, mobile 

Apps can operate on different devices, and devices can have 

different operating systems. This also forms part of the 

evaluation context, as different devices might have different 

indicators or concepts that form part of their log analysis. The 

literature analysis highlighted that 52% (17/33) of the studies 

mentioned: “mobile devices”, including mobile phones, 

tablets, smartphones, and personal computers. 

 Only one study mentioned a logging device as part of its 

evaluation, and 15% (5/33) did not specify what device is used 

to run the App. Smartphones were mentioned by 8 of the 33 
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studies (24%), and tablets by 6% (2/33). The majority (55%, 

18/33) of studies did not specify the operating system with 

Android operating system mentioned by 18% (6/33), iOS by 

6% (2/33) and both operating systems by 21% (7/33). The 

document analysis highlighted that the device and operating 

system were mentioned to explain the App or the development 

description. It was used mainly for categorizing the user 

groups (e.g., view difference of results for Android users 

compared to iOS users).  

The 33 studies highlighted an average of one year of log 

data used for the log analysis. The time from the first release 

to the time that the analysis took place is three years on 

average. Only two studies analyzed the App the same year as 

its first release. While the maximum years between the first 

release and the analysis was seven years. Thirty-six percent 

(12/33, 36%) of the studies did not specify when the App was 

first released. The maximum timespan of log data used was 

5.5 years, while most studies used one month of data. Few 

studies (6/33, 18%) only analyzed log data collected during 

the study period (less than one month), and 2/33 (6%) of the 

studies did not specify the timespan of the log data analyzed 

or collected.  

For effective evaluations, benchmarks or thresholds are 

required for comparability to determine whether the results are 

desirable or not and what could be improved. [36] state that 

there are no scales or standard measures for assessing the 

findings’ relevance or comparing similar interventions and 

their results. This literature review confirmed this statement as 

no policies, standards, or set benchmarks were used to conduct 

or compare the log analysis findings.  

The only benchmarks or thresholds that were mentioned or 

set (by 23/33, 67% of the studies) were with regards to 

classifying specific user groups (e.g. lost users, adopted users, 

engaged users, or active users) according to a specified period 

of use or non-use. Examples of the benchmarks set per 

reference can be viewed in the Appendix (Table A1). The user 

groups are classified by specifying the frequency of logins, 

intervals between usage, or duration of use during a set period. 

These benchmarks can differ according to the intervention 

type, goals set, evaluation purpose, or researcher’s preference.  

3) CONCEPTS AND INDICATORS 

The initial data extraction chart (Table 3) aimed to extract the 

indicators associated with log data (C4.2). Upon further 

investigation, the indicators can be classified as ‘collected 

indicators’ and ‘calculated indicators’, in addition to the 

differentiation between mHealth and General Apps, and were 

extracted accordingly.  

The collected indicators are used to derive the calculated 

indicators, which are analyzed to determine valuable insights 

(C4.4). These insights are used for future recommendations or 

improvements. Specific terms and concepts can also be 

grouped into categories or sub-concepts. Different 

terminology used for each concept is also highlighted, along 

with the various points of reference applied for analyzing and 

reporting the log analysis. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6. Percentage distribution of studies that mention the possible 
reference points used for log analysis. 

Calculated indicators depend on the point of reference 

selected. The point of reference augments the analysis by 

aggregating calculated variables from the same perspective for 

better comparability of results. The point of reference can be 

divided into nine possible categories as found in the analyzed 

literature (cf., Fig. 6). Reporting the calculated indicators per 

‘user or user group’ was the most used reference point. Again, 

these categories are not mutually exclusive. The results could 

include more than one reference; for example, the duration of 

use could be reported per feature and per user (user A spent 

two hours using feature Y). In addition, the timeframe selected 

also impacts the calculated indicators as the results can be 

reported since the launch of the App, annually, yearly, 

quarterly, monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly.  

Identifying the concepts and categories highlights that 

similar concept are used by research studies but are often 

referred to using different terminology. The concepts used by 

this review identified the most popular or the most self-

explanatory terms and then grouped the terminology 

according to the terms with similar meanings. The 

terminology found with their corresponding references are 

summarized in Table A2 (see the Appendix). 

FIGURE 7. Number of studies incorporating collected indicators per 
App type. 

Indicators collected as part of log data can be grouped into 

15 different concepts, as shown in Fig. 7. Collected indicators 
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stipulate what is included in the log data and are collected 

based on the calculated indicators or insights that are desired. 

The description of each concept and the corresponding 

references that stipulated the collected indicator concept can 

be viewed in the Appendix (Table A3). The three main 

concepts most frequently included in the log data were: the 

timestamps (which consists of the dates and times) (26/33, 

79%), each user event or click made (16/33, 48%), the specific 

pages (16/33, 48%), and the unique features of the App (14/33, 

42%).  

General Apps specified the collection of the geolocations 

and device information more often than mHealth Apps. In 

contrast, mHealth Apps were more likely to incorporate the 

specific pages, features, and self-collected measurements 

(e.g., blood pressure or goals set). A timestamp and the users’ 

particular actions/events or ‘clicks’ would be required for any 

log data calculation (hence the popularity and equal 

distribution of the category). The low occurrence of some of 

the key categories (e.g., logins, userIDs, and sessions) is 

attributed to the fact that the collected indicators are not 

always explicitly stated.  

Depending on what collected indicators were included in 

the log data, specific indicators could be calculated. The 

calculated indicators are provided as either the number, 

percentage, or statistical measures (e.g., mean, max, min, etc.) 

of a specific reference point during a set timeframe. Calculated 

indicators are not the final result but should be further 

analyzed to provide usable insights [5,35]. Five main 

conceptual categories are proposed to group the calculated 

indicators as found in literature: system (errors and reaction 

rate), notifications (notifications opened or received), usage 

patterns (location, retention, drop-outs, user properties, and 

sequence), time (intervals, peak periods, duration, and 

frequency) and features utilization patterns (popular or not 

used), as it works towards specific categories of insights 

(discussed in the following subsection). 

The number of studies that included the specific calculated 

indicators is shown in Fig. 8, categorized into General and 

mHealth Apps. The corresponding references for each concept 

are provided in the Appendix (Table A4). Features utilization 

patterns (24/33, 73%), frequency (21/33, 64%) and duration 

(18/33, 55%) were the most common calculated indicators 

amongst all categories reported in the included literature. 

There is a low occurrence of retention rates (6/33, 18%) and 

drop-out points (7/33, 21%) presented in the included studies. 

The reaction rate of a notification sent (1/33, 3%) was unique 

to one study, while system errors, notifications 

opened/received, and locations were calculated by only two 

studies (2/33, 6%).  

Although eight studies collected geolocations (Fig. 7), only 

two studies calculated users’ specific locations. Most 

calculated indicators had relatively similar occurrences 

between the General and the mHealth Apps, except for User 

properties (that was majority mHealth Apps) and Drop-outs 

and Retention (that was majority General Apps). Compared to 

the previous scoping review that found three different analytic 

indicators applied on average [10], this review identified 

similar findings as General Apps used on average three 

calculated indicators and mHealth Apps applied on average 

four. 

FIGURE 8. Number of studies that incorporated the calculated 
indicators. 

 [25] state that insights from log analysis can be considered 

in terms of user-level or feature-level insights. Based on the 

calculated indicators, the insights, and the recommendations 

made by the included studies, this scoping review proposes 

that, on a conceptual level, the insights be divided into ‘user-

level’ and ‘product-level insights’. User-level insights include 

existing, new, or potential user groups and user preferences. 

Product-level insights include insights about the technicalities 

of the App, the adoption, and the system influences. Insights 

are generated using the calculated indicator categories as 

mentioned previously. The link between what indicators lead 

to possible insights are diagrammed in Fig. 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 9. Division of possible insights generated from log data 
indicators. 

User groups were identified according to the time-based 

[26,267,36], location-based [27,37], or device-based [27,36–

38] frequency of usage. The time-based usage can be grouped 

into three main user groups according to the frequency of use: 

Active users (high-usage frequency), occasional users 

(medium or low usage frequency) and inactive users (non-

usage), as summarized by Table 5. These user groups were 

evident in both mHealth and General App analyses. 
TABLE 5 

USER GROUPS WITH CORRESPONDING REFERENCES 

User group  Different terminology Reference 

Active users 

Active users [30], [39], [40] 

High frequency [28], [41], [42] 

Regular usage [43], [44] 

Occasional users 
Occational usage [44] 

Medium frequency [28], [39], [42] 
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Low frequency [28], [39]–[42] 

Used Sporadically [43] 

Inactive users 

Inactive usage [30] 
Lost users [24] 

Not used [39], [41], [43] 

Lack of use  
or discontinued use 

[44] 

 

Some researchers use the observed usage patterns to classify 

users into additional categories for future analysis, as 

summarized in Table 6. The users are classified according to 

benchmarks or threshold set for each group and App, which 

varies between research studies. Lastly, the user groups can be 

identified by categorizing or clustering users according to 

their: demographics, such as their age or gender [37,45]; their 

occupations or specialties [29,36,46]; or their device 

specifications such as the operating system [38], mobile 

platforms [37] or network [36]. User groups are identified and 

can be used to generate specific insights per user group. Based 

on the collected and calculated indicators, mHealth Apps were 

more prone to categorize users according to their properties or 

demographics, while General Apps were analyzed according 

to device information. 
TABLE 6 

ADDITIONAL USER GROUPS 

Additional user groups for analysis References 

Engaged versus Disengaged [31] 
Adopters versus Non-adopters [37] 

Adheres versus Non-adheres [40] 

First time users versus Returning users [13], [26], [30], [35]–

[38], [47] 

 

The user preferences, mentioned by 33% (11/33) of the 

studies, can highlight the discrepancies that might exist 

between intended use and actual usage, when the peak or 

popular usage times are, what features are preferred or used 

more often, and how the users respond to the intervention. The 

user preferences can be calculated per user group and 

contribute to product-level insights.  

The product-level insights include insights about what 

features are used most often by whom, what features are not 

used, how the system errors could contribute to the feature not 

being used, how the usage (per feature) changes based on 

notifications sent or opened. It includes insights about how the 

retention rate changes per feature, per user group, based on the 

number of notifications sent, or how it compares to the desired 

retention rates. Key drop-out points can be identified, and 

insights can be drawn about how these could be avoided. 

Additional insights are also generated by comparing the 

feature usage, retention and drop-out rates, and notification 

reaction rates with the intended use or benchmarks set. This 

shows how the insights and indicators are not mutually 

exclusive but together form valuable insights. 

The insights generated from the log indicators can be 

reported in terms of: the adherence to the intended usage 

[24,36,37]; the phases of the App’s Adoption [24,36,37]; the 

Receptivity of following recommendations [46,48]; the 

Impact of a new feature or version [41,49]; the Effectiveness 

of the notifications [40,50]; the users’ Engagement [51] or the 

users’ Satisfaction [29,35,42]. It depends on the focus of the 

research analysis and what indicators were initially collected.  

The insights from the log analysis can be used to formulate 

valuable or actionable improvement suggestions [13,47]. The 

specific recommendations or improvement points will vary 

depending on the type of App, the focus of analysis, the 

indicators collected, and the insights generated. However, the 

potential improvement points can conceptually be grouped 

according to what insights contribute to the recommendations 

and whether it improves the App’s usage or refines the log 

analysis. These proposed conceptual categories, their related 

research questions, and references are summarized in Table 7 

and Table 8.  
TABLE 7 

CATEGORIZED POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT POINTS FOR IMPROVING MOBILE 

APPS’ USAGE 

Aspect Question Possible improvement Reference 

Features What can be 
done to 

improve the 

App or 
specific 

features? 

Customie or personalie 
to suit user group or 

preferencezz 

[4,12,24,35,
51] 

Adding new features [25,52,53] 
Removing non-used 

features 

[52] 

Updating existing 
features (e.g., change 

position) 

[30,53] 

Adoption  How can 
retention be 

increased, or 

drop-outs be 
avoided? 

Should 

incentive or 
rewards be 

offered?  

New or increased 
interventions, 

motivational strategies, 

or educational training 

[12,29,38,4
6,51] 

If and when to send 

notifications/incentives 

[39,49] 

Target specific user 
groups 

[27,51] 

Reduced 
Barriers 

How can the 
app be made 

more 
compatible 

with its target 

user groups? 

App compatibility with 
type of device (mobile, 

tablet, web), operating 
systems (iOS, Android, 

Windows) 

Geolocation should 
inform language 

functionalities provided 

by App 

REFEREN
CE TO BE 

ADDED 

Aspect Question Possible improvement Reference 

Features What can be 
done to 

improve the 

App or 
specific 

features? 

Customize or personalize 
to suit user group or 

preference 

[5,13,25,36,
52] 

Adding new features [26,53,54] 
Removing non-used 

features 

[53] 

Updating existing 
features (e.g., change 

position) 

[31,54] 

Adoption  How can 
retention be 

increased, or 

drop-outs be 
avoided? 

Should 

incentive or 
rewards be 

offered?  

New or increased 
interventions, 

motivational strategies, 

or educational training 

[13,30,39,5,
7,52] 

If and when to send 

notifications/incentives 

[40,50] 

Target specific user 
groups 

[28,52] 

Reduced 
Barriers 

How can the 
app be made 

more 

compatible 

App compatibility with 
type of device (mobile, 

tablet, web), operating 

[24], [26] – 
[28], [32], 

[35], [36], 

[47], [59] 
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with its target 

user groups? 

systems (iOS, Android, 

Windows) 

Geolocation should 
inform language 

functionalities provided 

by App 

 

[25], [27], 

[32], [36], 
[37], [45] 

 

Table 7 shows that to improve the App’s usage, either the 

Features or the Adoption can be improved, or the barriers of 

app usage can be reduced. Nine possible improvement points 

could be identified based on recommendations or applications 

in the current literature. The insights can also be used to refine 

the log analysis for future evaluations of the same or other 

Apps (cf., Table 8). 

This is done by incorporating user group insights, additional 

qualitative research methods, or updating and documenting 

the benchmarks set for comparison. The analysis and 

improvement process occurs iteratively. Deviations (between 

the actual usage and the benchmarks set for the intended use) 

are reduced by either motivating the users or re-evaluating the 

benchmarks set [31,32] then observing if and how the results 

change.  

Majority of customization improvement concepts were 

highlighted from mHealth App studies (4/5), along with the 

potential improvement of incorporating additional qualitative 

measurements (7/8). General App studies were the main 

contributors of persuasive triggers to increase adoption (4/5) 

and suggestion of updating benchmarks to suit actual 

usage/preferences (4/4). This correlates to the identified focus 

areas as General Apps focused more on Adoption and 

mHealth Apps focused more on Adherence.   

 
TABLE 8 

CATEGORIZED POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT POINTS FOR 

REFINING THE MOBILE APPS’ LOG ANALYSES 

Aspect Question 
Possible 

improvement 
Reference 

Benchmarks How can the 

standards or 

benchmarks be 
more suited to 

actual use? 

Change intended use 

to be more suited to 

user-level insights 

[13,27,31, 

32] 

User groups How can the 
user groups be 

used for 

additional 
insights? 

Identify unique user 
groups from actual 

usage patterns  

[24], [26], 
[51] 

Identify user groups 
based on unique 

properties (e.g., 

occupation, gender, 
age)  

[29,36,45, 
46] 

Qualitative 
methods 

How can 
insights from 

log analysis be 

used to add 
more value? 

Conclusions or 
reasons for the 

observed usage can 

be identified by 
combining findings 

with qualitative 

methods (e.g., 
setting up 

questionnaire about 

why specific 
features aren’t 

used). 

[25], [37], 
[39], [41], 

[47], [51], 

[55], [56] 

 

4) FINDINGS AS REPORTED BY THE INCLUDED 
STUDIES 

The findings as coded (C4.7) from the 33 included studies 

highlighted the value of log analysis. The two most important 

aspects of mHealth and General Apps’ log analyses are the 

context and timeframe of the analyses. The context should 

always be considered when analyzing the log data [50] or 

providing app-specific recommendations [51]. This 

corresponds with previous studies investigating and affirming 

the importance and challenges of considering the context and 

context-awareness during health technology’s development 

and use [15,57].   

Within a specific context, the degree of satisfaction, the 

features used, or the particular usage behaviour are determined 

[44,53,56], which adds to the challenges of analyzing Apps 

within context as analysts need to make multiple decisions to 

decide and justify what is relevant and how the collected data 

will be applied [15]. The context, as defined during the 

Background section, is incorporated by the included studies in 

terms of: the target user groups (their lifestyle, demographics, 

or characteristics); the specific devices or platforms used 

[35,36,38,42,54,58]; and the previously discussed context of 

analysis (e.g., type of App, evaluation perspective, and focus 

area).   

[25] highlight the usefulness of log analysis by explaining 

that the meaningful and timely insights meet the interventions’ 

evaluative needs; however, the “data is significantly more 

useful when it is graphed over time”. [56] state that the “results 

emphasized the importance of timing, tailoring, and ease of 

use”. The findings highlighted those insights from log analysis 

would not have been evident from traditional evaluation 

methods [5] or subjective user opinions [55] and that the 

results could be used as valuable benchmarks for future 

evaluations [38].  

The limitations identified from the included literature 

highlighted that the lack of structure (guidance) or 

benchmarks for developing insights from log analysis limits 

its use. Several studies reported the lack of or concern 

regarding the generalizability of their findings 

[26,27,35,36,42–45,53]. The remaining studies in our sample 

did not provide any structure to the process followed which, 

points to potential issues regarding the reproducibility of their 

findings [30,40,41,54,59].  

Using only log analysis is often criticized about the 

accuracy thereof or the consideration of the ‘dose-response 

aspect’, as using more features or spending more time does not 

necessarily mean more engagement or better outcomes [58]. 

Some studies only mention the calculated indicators with no 

insights or potential improvement points generated beyond the 

descriptive statistics of usage [31,39,45,55,56]. Other studies 

also suggested that the limitations of log analysis can be 

addressed by incorporating qualitative methods with the 

findings generated from the log analysis [29,36,38,40,44,52]. 

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND FUTURE 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
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This scoping review sought to identify how log data is being 

used for mobile App evaluations. By highlighting the existing 

trends found in literature, identifying the similarities and 

differences between mHealth and General App analyses, and 

categorizing the indicators, insights, and improvements, this 

study contributes to the existing knowledge base of mHealth 

evaluations and future standardizations.    

A. TRENDS OF THE EXISTING KNOWLEDGE 
BASE 

The results show an increasing trend in the publications within 

this scope. However, a clear gap is observed in the research 

conducted and published within developing countries. 

Developing countries, often associated with severe resource 

constraints, could benefit from implementing and sustaining 

mHealth initiatives [2]. Consequently, there exists an 

opportunity for log analytics research in developing countries’ 

unique contexts.  

Currently, there is a lack of standards for both the 

application and the reporting of mobile Apps’ log analyses. 

The popularity of the inductive approach (43%, 14/33) and 

exploratory analysis (52%, 17/33) is attributed to the lack of 

theories, standards, and standardized frameworks or processes 

to follow when analyzing the log data. This was evident as 

only 30% (10/33) of the studies explicitly mentioned a 

framework or process used to analyze the log data, and none 

were used by more than one reference. Furthermore, different 

terminology was identified for similar concepts, and only 

23/33 (67%) referred to set benchmarks. The field would thus 

benefit from a standardized framework to guide the collection, 

analysis, and interpretation of the log data towards 

standardization and comparability of the results.  

Despite the short timeframe of log data collected and 

analyzed (one month), the log data seems to provide many 

potential insights. This allows for analyses to be done quicker 

than traditional methods (such as highly subjective user 

surveys) as prolonged data collection periods may be 

circumvented. The short timeframes used raise the question of 

how the collection, management, analysis, and insights of 

more extensive (i.e., collected over more extended periods) 

log data sets would change the findings of the studies in our 

sample. Log data can quickly form complex and large data sets 

(i.e., become Big Data). These datasets in itself could also be 

a valuable future research topic. 

B.  REFLECTING ON THE SIMILARITIES AND 
DIFFERENCES OF MHEALTH AND GENERAL APPS’ 
LOG ANALYSES 

This scoping review highlighted that regardless of the study 

analyzing mHealth Apps or General Apps, the mixed-method 

approach has been utilized over using only log analysis. Mixed 

methods are often used or proposed as benefits are drawn from 

insights generated using quantitative and qualitative methods, 

albeit it may be time-consuming. This review aims to 

contribute to the standardization of the log analysis 

(quantitative method) so that it can more easily be applied and 

incorporated with the qualitative methods (for timely 

evaluations more suited to the App environment). 

Planning for the analysis is required to determine what data 

needs to be captured to generate the desired insights, with 

particular consideration for the context of analysis. Although 

the knowledge perspective was the most popular evaluation 

perspective for all types of App evaluations (for mHealth and 

General), mHealth App analyses had higher occurrences of the 

accountability perspective than the General App analyses, 

which focused more on the development perspective. 

Similarly, the log analysis of all Apps focused on the Usability 

aspects, while Adherence was focused on more by mHealth 

Apps and Adoption by General Apps. Consequently, these 

evaluation perspectives and focus areas influenced the 

differences between the log data indicators and reported 

potential improvements. 

Similar distributions of collected and calculated indicators 

were identified with a few exceptions, as discussed. mHealth 

Apps focused more on collecting the ‘unique features’, 

‘pages’, and ‘self-reported’ indicators and consequently 

reported more User-level insights. These indicators 

contributed to the user groups formulated based on the user 

characteristics and demographics. The recommendations 

aimed toward ‘increased training or motivations’ and 

‘additional qualitative research’ were reported more often by 

mHealth studies. These preferences are expected when 

focusing on adherence and establishing accountability. The 

purpose of mHealth Apps is often associated with behavioral 

change models that require specific outcomes to be linked to 

intervention and health impacts – hence the importance of 

following the intended usage (Adherence), proving the App is 

used as intended (accountability) and motivating/training the 

users (improvements) to achieve the intended usage or 

benchmarks.  

In contrast to mHealth Apps, the General Apps reported 

most of the ‘geolocations’ and ‘device information’ collected 

indicators and a majority of the ‘retention’ and ‘drop-out’ 

calculated indicators. General Apps identified user groups 

based on device information and insights related to the 

Product-level categories. Thereby, ‘customization’ and 

‘changes to the benchmarks’ were improvement categories 

associated more with the General Apps. Again, this links to 

the development perspective and Adoption focused analyses. 

General Apps are more profit-driven, thereby needing 

improved Adoption by monitoring and recommending ways 

to increase the number of users. General App developers stay 

focused on the device information to prevent Apps from 

becoming obsolete or irrelevant and ensure users are able to 

access and use the Apps on the intended devices (and 

operating systems, versions, etc.).   

The similar division between mHealth App (52%, 17/33) 

and General App (48%, 16/33) studies and the similar 

distributions between the conceptual concepts identified show 

the benefit and popularity of log analyses for different contexts 

and Apps. It shows the multidisciplinary nature of the field of 
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study, where the various fields can learn from each other. For 

example, mHealth studies could incorporate development 

perspectives towards using the insights for App 

improvements. Additional indicators could be incorporated, 

such as geolocation and device information. Continuous and 

iterative monitoring and improvements to the technology's 

technical capabilities are essential considerations for any App 

environment (e.g., considering the App version, device 

capabilities, or difference in operating systems). 

The mHealth studies could also consider which benchmarks 

or ‘intended usage’ are not crucial to the intervention impacts 

that could be adjusted to suit the user’s preference – these 

customization recommendations relate to the emerging field 

of personalized medicine. There are challenges regarding the 

reliability and ethical concerns of adopting some of these 

practices. However, structured policies and standards could 

address these challenges and be valuable topics for future 

studies or projects. Similarly, General Apps could also learn 

from some of the indicators or insights of mHealth Apps. 

Future recommendations could include more detailed 

systematic reviews on some of the key areas highlighted in this 

scoping review. Further developments based on the proposed 

concepts and categories could work towards a conceptual 

framework for structuring how log analyses are applied during 

mHealth or General App evaluations. Researchers or analysts 

could apply some of the recommended concepts and report on 

the feasibility of using cross-discipline indicators.   Each App 

will have unique insights and recommendations, although 

these can also be grouped according to conceptual categories 

as presented in this review. By identifying and categorizing all 

possible concepts, the most suitable concepts to the App and 

its specific context can be selected, and benchmarks can be 

explicitly stated. This would result in practical improvement 

points and improve the comparability of the results. These 

terms and concepts are grouped, as shown in Fig. 10, to 

demonstrate how a conceptual framework can be developed 

and applied in future research studies. 

FIGURE 10. Summary of concepts towards a conceptual 
framework. 

Fig. 10 shows how the concepts identified within this review 

are interlinked in the overall mixed-methods approach. It 

demonstrates the process and considerations required for 

structuring the log analyses and highlights the importance of 

gaining an appropriate background understanding. Lastly, the 

realistic evaluation principles are also incorporated, 

emphasizing the context considered throughout the entire 

process. This framework should be refined and tested in 

practical applications to determine its feasibility within the 

field of study. 

V. LIMITATIONS 

This literature review only included English documents with 

only one researcher selecting and extracting the data – this 

could contribute to a potential bias. The researcher aims to 

minimize the publication and literature bias by following a 

structured approach, documenting the entire process, and 

including more than one search database. However, the use of 

the JMIR database may have over-represented the number of 

mHealth Apps within the identified scope, skewing some of 

the results towards more focused mHealth insights instead of 

for all mobile Apps.   

Valuable grey literature principles and practices may have 

been excluded based on the search terms and eligibility criteria 

focused on academic publications. Using Google as a search 

engine for grey literature also has some limitations. Google 

results vary depending on the location (country) in which they 

were searched and the previous search history [60]. 

Limitations and potential biases associated with the 

characteristics of scoping reviews are acknowledged. The 

small sample size is a limitation that could contribute to bias 

or inconclusive results.  

Future studies such as systematic reviews with more than 

one reviewer, refined research questions, and the inclusion of 

quality assessments or critical appraisals of the literature are 

recommended to address these challenges. Lastly, the current 

literature trends favor time-based evaluations or insights, 

while the location-based and device-based considerations 

could also contribute to Apps’ evaluation and/or engagement 

aspects– this should be noted and explicitly incorporated 

during future studies. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This review aimed to obtain an in-depth understanding of how 

log data analysis can generate valuable insights into mobile 

Apps. This aim was achieved by following the Scoping 

Review Methodological Framework [19] and documenting 

each step. Thirty-three documents were reviewed and 

analyzed by following the PRISMA-Scr guidelines [20].  

The findings are reported according to the descriptive and 

conceptual analysis conducted. The descriptive analysis 

highlighted current trends and gaps in the existing literature, 

while the conceptual review provided an overview of key 

terms and concepts applied when analyzing Apps’ log data. 

The review highlighted an overall lack of standardized 

terminology, processes, frameworks, and explicit 

benchmarks. Thereby, the need for a conceptual framework 

that is able to standardize the log analysis of mobile Apps is 
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determined. Finally, the concepts and categories identified by 

this review are combined to form a proposed conceptual 

framework that will be refined, incorporated, and applied in 

future research toward addressing the gap identified in the 

current literature. 

APPENDIX 
TABLE A1 

EXAMPLE OF BENCHMARKS SET WITH CORRESPONDING REFERENCES. 

Category Benchmark Reference 

Lost users 30 days not used [24] 

 7 days no log-ins [25] 

Adopted users Downloading and logging in at least 
once 

[25], [37] 

 Used system at least once a month [29] 

 Minimum intervention dosage is one 

hour per week 

[35] 

 Intended usage is 3 hours per week [40] 
 App is accessed within 7 days [51] 

Frequent/Active 

users 

More than 50 keystrokes per month 

for at least 6 months 
More than 5 user inputs 

[43] 

 App opened more than 30 times a day [50] 

 Log-in more than 4 days per week [41] 
 Logged in more than 5 times [49] 

 Logged in one or more times per day [28] 

 Used App at least one time during the 
week 

[39] 

 Used App for more than 3 hours 

during the day 

[42] 

 App used at least once per month [38] 

 Recorded at least two entries – more 

engaged users self-reported higher 

number of conditions 

[45] 

 Several times each week [30] 

Inactive/Low-
frequency users 

One or no App openings per day [50] 

 Log-ins less than 4 days per week [41] 

 Used App for less than one hour per 
day 

[42] 

Non-users No log-ins during trial [41] 

 Less than once a week [28] 
End of session Longer than 30 min of inactivity [5] 

 Longer than 60 min were excluded; 

Logs out automatically after certain 
time of no activity 

[29] 

 Automated timeout of 10 minutes of 

inactivity 

[35] 

Norms/standards Fitness norms; Biological age [44] 

 

TABLE A2 
CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY FOR LOG DATA WITH THE 

CORRESPONDING REFERENCES 

Concept Additional terms Reference 

Features Activities [13], [26] 
Events [25], [26], [32], 

[38], [47] 

Category [49] 
Intervention tools [58] 

Timestamp Time that feature is click-on [25] 

Time of occurrence [13] 

Event time [36] 

Clicks Selections [55] 

Performed Clicks [5] 

Action [32], [35], [40], 
[44], [53] 

Taps [32], [52] 

Log-ins Access [49], [51] 

Visits [13] 

Geolocations Location information [27], [45] 

Internet protocol address trail [25] 

Latitude and longitude [50] 
Location check-in [37] 

Start time Time of first check-in [25] 

Start of use [5] 

Time of access [52] 

End time Exit time [24] 

Exit of App [5] 

Last log-in [30] 

Final click [35] 

Sequence Clustering of different sequences or 
trials of user actions 

[5], [13], [41], 
[45] 

Navigation from one content area to 

another 

[32], [38] 

Move to next screen, page or 

feature 

[13], [28] 

Usage patterns [36] 
Usage path of adjacent features 

selected (process discovery) 

[29], [32], [35], 

[55] 

Sequence Order of actions [40], [57] 

User trace (mix of activity patterns) [26] 

Duration Time spent [26], [28], [30], 

[35], [38], [40], 

[58], [59] 
Stay time [13] 

Exposure  [35] 

Access period [36] 
Session length [38] 

Longevity [45] 

How long [58] 

Drop-out rate Loss rate [24] 

Drop-out percentage [41] 

Discontinued use [38] 

Inactiveness [30] 

Churn rate [31] 

Ceasing to use [58] 

Retention 
rate 

Stickiness [37] 
Continued use [24], [42] 

Rolling retention & return rate [38] 

Percentage of end-users [46] 

 

TABLE A3: 

REFERENCES CORRESPONDING TO COLLECTED INDICATOR CONCEPTS. 

Collected 
indicators  

Description of concept References 

Clicks 

The user taps or actions 

being captured 

[5], [24], [26], [28], 

[31], [32], [35], 

[38], [40], [43], 
[44], [49], [52], [53] 

- [56] 

Log-ins 
The specific event of entering 
or starting the App 

[31,35–
37,40,41,44,49, 

51,58,61] 

Self-reported 

measurements 

Information entered by the 
user (e.g., blood pressure, 

goals, progress) 

[25–27, 30, 35, 
37,38,40,43,45] 

User ID 
Anonymous unique identifier 
assigned to the specific user 

[30], [32], [33], 
[40], [42], [45], 

[50], [56] 

Timestamp 

The date and time of the 
specific action or click being 

recorded 

[5], [13], [25], [27], 
[28], [32], [35], 

[36], [40], [46], 

[47], [53], [56] 

Session 
identifier 

Indicates unique sessions of 

use – includes the start and 

end time 

[5], [26], [28], [29], 

[32], [38], [40] 

 

Start time [5], [24], [25], [30], 

[40], [44], [50], 

[52], [56] 
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End time [5], [24], [30], [35], 

[56] 

Geolocation 

The coordinates (latitude and 
longitude), location 

information, or IP 

address/trail of use 

[25], [27], [32], 
[36], [37], [45], 

[50], [59] 

Unique 
Features./Pages 

used 

The unique functions or 

activities provided by the 

App that determines the 
layout 

[25], [26], [29], 

[32], [35], [36], 

[38], [40] -[44], 
[47], [49], [57] 

Access type 
Means of entering the App or 

starting use (first page view) 

[36], [46], [50] 

Number of 

downloads 

Number of times the App has 

been downloaded or installed 

[24], [36]–[38], 

[40], [41], [49] 

Reviews and 

ratings 

The subjective reviews and 
ratings collected from the 

users 

[38] 

Device 

information  

Includes the carrier type, 

target device, type of cellular 

network, operating system, 

App version 

[24], [26]–[28], 

[32], [35], [47], 

[49], [59] 

User 
characteristics  

Includes date of birth, 

gender, user occupation or 

role, age, etc. 

[26], [35], [36], 

[45], [46] 

 
 

TABLE A4: REFERENCES CORRESPONDING TO CALCULATED INDICATOR 

CATEGORIES. 

Calculated indicators categories References 

NOTIFICATIONS  

        Notifications received [50], [58] 

        Notifications opened [50], [58] 

SYSTEM  - omission errors [52], [53] 

FEATURES  

        Feature utilization 

 

 [5,13,26–31,35,  

38–40, 42–46, 49–53,58,59] 

TIME  

        Frequency [5,13,27–29,31,35–37,  
40–47,49,52,56,58] 

        Interval [26,27,36–38,40,42] 

        Duration [13,26–28, 30, 32, 35, 36, 
38, 40, 41, 44, 45, 51, 52, 

56, 58, 59] 

        Time of day [5,24,25,30,38,52] 
        Reaction [32] 

USAGE PATTERNS  

        Sequence   [5,13,26,28,29,32,35,36, 

38,40,41,45,55,58] 
       Retention [24], [27], [37], [38], [40], 

[42] 

       Drop-outs [24], [30], [31], [37], [38], 

[41], [58] 

       User Properties [27], [29], [30], [36], [40], 

[44], [45] 
       Location [50] 
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